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Also available from the Chronicles of Arborell

At the time of release of this Quest For The Orncryst – Card Set the following
titles were also available from Arborell.com. Please note that all titles can be
downloaded from links available at the Chronicle's download page.

The Windhammer Core Gamebook (PDF and HTML editions)
The Windhammer Enhanced Combat System
Shards of Moonlight Gamebook (PDF and HTML editions)
A Murder of Crows online Gamebook
Torchlight - Quest for the Orncryst
Torchlight Text Editions - Quest for the Orncryst
Well of Shadows Gamebook (PDF and HTML editions)
The Complete Blood and Iron (HTML and PDF editions)
The Chronicles Micro-Gamebooks Series
The Dark Water Omnibus (PDF edition)
Legends of the Deep Guild (PDF edition)
LDG Standard Rule Set
Song of the Dromannion (HTML and PDF editions)
The Inquisitors Lament (PDF edition)
Honour Amongst Thieves (PDF edition)
First Book of Haer'al (PDF and RTF editions)
The Mythology of the Oera'dim (PDF edition)
The Book of Scars (HTML and PDF editions)
The Atlas of Arborell
The Sorrows of Gedhru and Aume
The Hammer and the Darkness
Ghered who found Purpose
Hamulkuk and the Moon Dragons
The Lexicon of Arborell
Warriors of the March
All these titles and much more can be found at

www.arborell.com
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Copyright Notice
This book and its associated documents and illustrations are the
intellectual property of the author, Wayne F. Densley and all moral rights
are asserted. Any questions regarding the sale, licensing, publication or
presentation of this book in any format can be forwarded through the
email address provided at arborell.com.

Cover Design by Wayne Densley, 2016
Cover textures provided by myfreetextures.com with thanks.
Cover font, Mason, licensed from Emigre Inc.
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Quest for the Orncryst

PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS
The Torchlight Adventure Game is a part of the Chronicles of Arborell gamebook series and is a
unique card-based adventure that uses section references to take the player on a fantasy adventure
into the underworld of Arborell.
This gamebook is provided in two distinct parts. The first is the Player Manual that encompasses all
the rules, character sheets and appendices needed to play the game. The second is the Card Set that
includes all player cards and an optional card box to store your Torchlight cards. Each of these parts
of the game require printing, and in some cases assembly as well.
A complete set of this first Torchlight Module - Quest for the Orncryst comprises the following
elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Player Manual in pdf format,
A set of 77 playing cards provided on 10 A4-sized sheets.
A Quick Reference sheet.
A Character sheet.
A Combat Record sheet.
A Draw Register, and
A card box for storing your playing cards whilst not in use.

For each of these elements the following guidelines may prove helpful.
The Manual.
The manual is provided in pdf format as it is required to be printed for use in the game. As a pdf
file it can be accessed from your computer, but it will be difficult to use and ideally should be printed
and then placed in a binding of some type. I have found the best to be the clear plastic-sleeved
display books that can be quite cheaply purchased from most newsagents. See the website picture
for a better idea of what I mean.
The Manual covers
The manual covers are an optional item for those players who will appreciate a nice full colour cover
for their Players Manual. This cover has been provided as a part of the pdf manual and has been
designed to be printed to A4 size. Glossy 230 gsm photographic paper works best for this.
The Playing cards.
The playing cards are the major printing and assembly task for this Torchlight game. Comprised of
10 A4-sized sheets they should be printed to glossy card or glossy 230 gsm photographic paper, then
cut into their individual cards. I have found that printing them to the photographic paper provides a
durable card that will last some time. Although some photographic paper of this size can be
expensive, it is possible to find very cheap alternatives in budget shops, and it is recommended that
this type of paper be used.
The Quick Reference Sheet
The Quick Reference is used a lot in the game and comes in the same A4 size format as most of the
other items listed. If possible this should also be printed to glossy paper or photographic stock, the
thicker the better.
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Character, Combat Record and Draw Register
These three sheets should be printed to standard paper. In the course of a game they will be written
over and then discarded, as is the fate of most roleplaying materials.
The Card Box
As an additional element to the game I have provided a card box that can be printed, cut out, folded
and then glued into its final shape. It has been my experience that the same 230 gsm photographic
paper works best for this as well. A pair of scissors and ordinary craft glue will finish the job nicely.
The box has been designed to hold all the playing cards with a small amount of room to spare, just
in case thicker card that the 230 gsm mentioned above is used.
May Glory and Renown follow all who are successful.
Regards
Wayne Densley
Chronicles of Arborell
http://www.arborell.com/
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